FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
GMSTEK Announces X-1FBO Partnership with FlightBridge
Owner of Advanced X-1FBO System Announces That Its FBO Users Will Now be Able to
Access the FlightBridge Trip Logistics and Booking Platform Through X-1FBO
CORAL GABLES, FL October 15, 2018 – GMSTEK, LLC (“GMSTEK”) today announced a partnership
with FlightBridge that will enable users of GMSTEK’s advanced X-1FBO Management and Payment
Processing System (“X-1FBO”) to access FlightBridge’s innovative trip logistics booking platform through
X-1FBO.
The X-1 products are next generation, cloud-based, easily scalable, mobile and desktop-enabled management
and payment processing systems for Fixed Base Operators” (“FBOs”). FBOs are at the center of a dynamic
ecosystem, and the high-tech X-1 products are designed to enable FBOs to drive growth and profitability.
From within X-1FBO, X-1FBO users will be connected seamlessly to the FlightBridge network of more than
6,000 Flight Department, Charter, Pilot and Broker users as well as to its vast network of trip logistics service
providers and partners. Through this integration, X-1FBO users can directly import and update relevant flight
and FBO service request information via FlightBridge, as well as easily book hotels, car rentals, catering and
other service requests at pre-negotiated or discounted rates. With GMSTEK’s X-1POS, a vastly simplified
point of sale system, Fixed Base Operators (“FBOs”) which use X-1POS and FlightBridge will be able
generate invoices directly from FlightBridge for their customers, eliminating the time consuming and errorprone recreation of invoices so common today. Aircraft operators will also be able to request, view and pay
for services easily and efficiently through FlightBridge at FBOs using X-1FBO technology.
According to Jim Wiley, CEO, “We are committed to bringing long needed automation to the General
Aviation marketplace. X-1 products are already becoming the industry standard for management and
payment processing systems. Our partnership with FlightBridge will enable our FBO users and their
customers to have easy, convenient access to the broad FlightBridge network. Continued Wiley, “FBOs and
their customers demand the best. We are committed to providing them with the best through our X-1 products
and partnerships which provide superb quality, unparalleled value and easy access.”
About GMSTEK
GMSTEK is an IT company focused on the General Aviation industry. With a broad gauged management
team that includes industry veterans, innovative system designers and financial experts, GMSTEK is ideally
positioned to serve General Aviation. X-1 products are high tech, secure, comprehensive products that have
been designed to enable FBOs to operate efficiently, while driving higher margins and growth. GMSTEK has
a metrics driven management style, committed team, customer-centric focus, stress on best in class software,
and a strong commitment to remaining ahead of the curve with the latest technology.

About FlightBridge Inc.
FlightBridge, a general aviation trip logistics management platform, is a technology network where aircraft
operators, pilots, Fixed Base Operators (FBOs), and service providers can connect with their trusted partners
and vendors. Tame trip logistics: make FBO reservations, book hotels and rental cars, and communicate
information and service requests of all types. With FlightBridge, managing trip services is easier and more
efficient than ever.
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